


“�Even�with�great�fluctuation�
of�demand,�we�became�
more�accurate�in�
our�forecasting.�This�
improvement�made�a�huge�
difference�in�our�daily�
operations.”�
JEAN-DANIEL POTVIN, BUSINESS ANALYST FOR 

FORECASTING AND DEMAND, UNI-SELECT

MANHATTAN INVENTORY

Maximise Value 
Across the Enterprise

SINGLE VIEW OF YOUR ENTERPRISE 
INVENTORY STRATEGY
Manhattan Inventory solutions offer a single, holistic 
view of every aspect of your inventory strategy. From 
annual financial planning to daily replenishment 
reordering to periodic enterprise alignment of the plan, 
Manhattan Inventory provides the tools you need to 
ensure you are generating the maximum value for your 
enterprise.

ENTER THE ERA OF OMNICHANNEL 
INVENTORY OPTIMISATION
Improve service levels, increase sales and reduce 
inventory. These cornerstones of inventory optimisation 
have guided us for decades, but in the era of digital 
commerce and omnichannel fulfilment, the inventory 
optimisation game has fundamentally changed. 
Inventory is being consumed in a growing number 
of new and different ways, rendering most legacy 
inventory management methodologies obsolete. 
Manhattan Inventory solutions provide fresh 
perspectives and innovations to address today’s 
inventory challenges.

UNLOCKING INNOVATION  
AT THE SPEED OF THE CLOUD
To achieve a faster pace and support constant 
innovation, Manhattan Inventory is designed to adapt. 
Solutions are available across a variety of deployment 
options — public cloud, private cloud, managed/
hosted, or on-premises — to serve a broad range of 
needs, capabilities and budgets. And with Manhattan 
Inventory, you are always current with the latest 
upgrades and versions from Manhattan. 
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In most enterprises, inventory is the largest continuous 
investment, so getting the most from it is critical. 
Manhattan Forecasting, Replenishment and Allocation 
solutions were designed to maximise sales and customer 
service while optimising inventory investment. By 
combining advanced algorithms and data science with 
an intuitive, visually-stunning user experience, Manhattan 
helps drive shareholder value from every inventory-
intensive operation.

ALIGNING INVENTORY WITH YOUR 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE STRATEGY
Omnichannel transformation strategies have resulted in 
significant disruptions to optimised inventory plans in an 
effort to meet rising customer expectations and extend 
customer loyalty. When inventory must be leveraged by 
any channel, for any fulfilment experience, at any point in 
time, the methods for forecasting and replenishing must 
evolve as well. Because demand analysis is more complex, 
and inventory strategy must be considered in far more 
granular ways, Manhattan Replenishment includes unique 
inventory network modelling and optimisation tools that 
consider selling and fulfilment strategies by channel.

APPLIED INTELLIGENCE TO  
DRIVE MAXIMUM INNOVATION
Better science yields a greater return on inventory 
investment. To that end, we continue to invest in strategic 
applications of machine learning, which enables our 
solutions to learn and self-tune strategies, delivering 
greater financial benefits for our customers.

Forecasting, 
Replenishment & 
Allocation
A�single,�holistic�view�of�every�aspect�of�your�inventory�strategy.�

MAXIMISE YOUR RETURN  
ON INVENTORY ASSETS

“�We’ve�seen�eight�to�
ten�percent�reductions�
of�inventory�in�our�
distribution�centre�
with [Manhattan] 
Replenishment.�And�we�
have�aggressive�targets� 
for�further�reduction.”
PET�SUPPLIES�PLUS
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DEMAND 
FORECASTING
MACHINE LEARNING DELIVERS 
GREATER RETURNS ON INVENTORY 
ASSETS
Even the most consistent-selling item can be difficult to 
forecast. When we add in slow sellers, intermittent items, 
and new-item introductions and promotions, forecasting 
future demand can be extremely arduous. The complexity 
is increased exponentially by a massive network of SKU 
locations. However, predicting future demand is the first 
step in any inventory strategy, regardless of the industry 
or type of items being managed.

Manhattan Demand Forecasting provides visibility into 
network demand and combines forecasting techniques 
with demand cleansing, seasonal pattern analysis and 
self-tuning capabilities to accurately produce forecasts 
— even in the most complex scenarios. By infusing our 
solutions with machine learning to constantly evolve and 
optimise forecasts, our clients benefit from increasingly 
higher degrees of precision, without heavy user 
intervention.

Our goal is to simplify the challenges that demand 
forecasters must address, letting them focus on just the 
exceptions that the system itself cannot automatically 
reconcile. The solution is designed to manage vast 
combinations of locations and products, with differing 
time horizons and aggregation, to enable assortment, 
financial and merchandise planning, and replenishment. 
With our intelligent demand forecasting solution, your 
team has the power to:

– Improve forecast accuracy
– Model demand for slow- and intermittent-selling items
– Eliminate non-value add exceptions
– Forecast demand for physical locations and selling 

channels
– Manage unique demand plans for strategic customers
– Forecast the impact of upcoming promotional events
– Forecast demand for both enterprise planning and daily 

replenishment activities
– Scale to meet the needs of very large networks

DEMAND FORECASTING  
CORE CAPABILITIES
Designed to rapidly respond to all shifts in demand, 
Manhattan Demand Forecasting delivers an array of 
unique innovations that are ideal for addressing the 
dynamic nature of assortments that span multiple 
demand channels. 

Features + Functions
– Generate and maintain forecasts at different levels of 

product and location nodes
– Forecast by selling channel to ensure a granular view into 

omnichannel fulfilment strategies
– Leverage built-in demand cleansing and seasonal 

profiling to properly account for repeatable patterns in 
the forecast

– Simulate the impact on forecast accuracy and theoretical 
inventory before refreshing seasonal profiles

– Detect and self-correct destructive seasonal profiles
– Sense and respond to trends and demand patterns with 

the self-adapting capabilities

Unified Forecasting Method™

– Filter out non-essential forecast exceptions
– Detect and self-correct when demand patterns change

Advanced Exception Management
– Benchmark accuracy of manual forecast changes against 

system-maintained demand forecast
– Audit management of forecast exceptions
– Enable customer-centric inventory optimisation 

to provide discrete analysis and optimise demand 
forecasting

– Protect the integrity of demand history when exceptional 
events occur that have a negative impact on demand

– Provide intelligent event-impact analysis
– Compute promotional event-lift expectations, based on 

similar events executed in the past
– Track promotional impact separately from baseline 

demand
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PROMOTIONAL MODELLING
Accurate forecasting can also be significantly affected by 
the increasing proliferation of promotions. For demand 
planners, this makes it difficult to model and predict 
baseline patterns to determine the demand impact of 
an individual promotional event. When the volume of 
overlapping promotions continues to grow, competing 
promotional demand signals get disheveled and overload 
the “baseline” demand signal.

Manhattan’s unique approach to promotional modelling 
unravels concurrent promotional “noise” by using data 
science and machine learning to resolve the underlying 
causes with context, capability and compromise 
avoidance. Manhattan Demand Forecasting considers 
promotional and baseline demand observations across 
all SKUs and all events, simultaneously. This approach 
transforms millions — or even billions — of SKU, 
promotion and event combinations from a burden to an 
advantage for your organisation.

Features + Functions
– Forecast more accurately to reduce the risk of 

overestimating
– Gain access to individual SKU performance data for 

tracking demand to improve future promotions planning 
and minimise risk of eroding margins

– Obtain intelligent marketing feedback within the data 
for deeper insights into which events have the highest 
impact on sales
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REPLENISHMENT
BALANCING INVENTORY, SALES 
AND SERVICE LEVELS
Having a clear and accurate perspective on demand 
positions is essential for an enterprise to optimise its 
future inventory supply. When to buy, which items to 
buy, and how many units of each item to buy are core 
questions that are easily addressed by Manhattan 
Replenishment.

REPLENISHMENT FOR  
THE WHOLESALE INDUSTRY
For wholesalers, inventory is all about margin protection. 
Optimising replenishment ensures the best order 
fill rates, with the least amount of inventory, at the 
lowest cost. Our exclusive Customer-Centric Inventory 
Optimisation capability provides discrete analysis and 
demand forecasting for strategic customers — even if 
they are given guaranteed service levels. Manhattan 
Replenishment enables some of the world’s largest and 
most complex wholesale businesses to thrive financially, 
despite operating in a traditionally low-margin industry.

REPLENISHMENT FOR  
THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
For retailers, inventory is all about sales, brand protection 
and customer satisfaction. Often, less-profitable, 
slower-moving inventory is carried simply because 
customers demand a full assortment. The challenge in 
these environments is balancing the total investment 
across the myriad of selling channels while accounting 
for the enterprise’s ability to fulfil from anywhere, when 
appropriate.

Manhattan Replenishment uses embedded simulations to 
fine-tune your inventory strategies and ensure maximum 
return on investment. Our easy-to-use, exception-based 
workflows guide the inventory analyst through the most 
critical tasks on a daily basis. 

Using Manhattan’s replenishment solution, you can:

– Eliminate unnecessary inventory from your network
– Reduce out-of-stock impacts on your top-line business 

performance
– Improve customer service and order fill rates
– Increase inventory analyst productivity
– Facilitate business growth and expansion without 

significant increase in inventory
– Rebalance inventory across your network

Features + Functions
– Prioritise and orchestrate business process flows through 

our personalised daily agenda
– Leverage at-a-glance performance metrics and data 

visualisations to monitor the health of your inventory 
investment

– Personalise your replenishment experience
– Manage buying team performance and enable metric-

based performance improvements
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Replenishment Optimisation
– Use what-if scenarios to evaluate the financial trade-offs 

of alternative safety stock strategies
– Differentiate service-level goals across multiple channels 

of demand, even with a single pool of inventory
– Reduce negative impact of slow movers by categorising 

them for special replenishment approaches based on 
profitability

– Evaluate the cost impact of various replenishment 
frequencies

– Manage presentation requirements in a time-phased 
manner

– Mitigate physical space constraints in a time-phased 
manner

– Ensure suggested orders are always rounded to pack size 
requirements to reduce handling costs

– Shift order pack size requirements based on economic 
trade-offs

– Introduce new items into your assortment
– Transition demand and supply from existing items to 

replacement items as they’re introduced
– Adjust lead times to account for seasonal changes
– Simulate the impact of front-loading inventory during the 

preseason to offset operational impacts

Order Review & Approval
– Expedite the daily order review-and-approval process 

with seamless workflows
– Automate rules-based order approval to focus the 

inventory analyst on meaningful exceptions
– Build orders to pre-determined sizes based on any unit of 

measure (dollar value, weight, volume, etc.)
– Rebuild orders on the fly, adding or removing days of 

supply as needed
– Split orders into multiple recommended purchase orders 

based on several split strategies

Opportunity & Promotional Buying
– Evaluate and execute forward buys when deal 

opportunities create financially favourable buying 
conditions

– Enable on-the-fly evaluation of deal effectiveness
– Visualise and adjust overlapping promotional influences 

on your expected demand

Network Inventory Balancing
– Redistribute excess inventory when imbalances occur 

across the network
– Trigger execution of stock transfers to prevent 

emergency out-of-stock situations
– Consider multiple sources of transfer opportunities when 

needs can’t be met by a single location
– Inhibit the transfer of high-risk stock

Inventory Performance Analysis
– Track and monitor buyer performance based on 

specialised KPIs
– Construct the “why behind the buy” with sophisticated 

on-hand inventory layering
– Monitor and inform analysts of their weekly and YTD 

performance across several metrics
– Facilitate collaboration with suppliers and internal 

operations by sharing projections of future inventory and 
order volumes
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INVENTORY 
MOBILE
UNLOCKING THE POWER OF 
INVENTORY OPTIMISATION ACROSS 
THE ENTERPRISE
Typically, inventory insights are available only to 
individuals directly involved in managing the overall 
strategy. With our inventory solutions, that knowledge 
and intelligence can be accessed by anyone in the 
organisation with a simple and easy-to-use mobile 
application.

The Manhattan Inventory Mobile application makes it 
easy to share critical inventory information with every 
stakeholder, whether they work in the corporate office or 
across your supply chain. 

With Manhattan Inventory Mobile, you can:

– Enable warehouse operations managers to fully 
understand current and future inventory levels

– Provide store operations management teams the ability 
to investigate store-specific inventory anomalies without 
calling the corporate office

– Enlighten the supply chain leadership team with critical 
and timely inventory stats

– Facilitate quick and easy communication with the 
corporate buying teams

Features + Functions
– Simple, easy-to-use mobile application available on 

tablet or phone
– View and investigate key inventory performance metrics 

across the entire business or portions specific to certain 
areas of responsibility

– Investigate unusual demand or supply situations down to 
the SKU/location level

– Research expected inbound supply for high-priority items
– Use one-click ability to contact the buyer via email,  

phone or text
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MULTI-ECHELON

HOLISTIC OPTIMISATION OF  
INVENTORY ACROSS COMPLEX,  
MULTI-TIERED SUPPLY CHAINS
Optimising inventory in a single facility can be challenging 
enough. When multiple locations, multiple network 
tiers and numerous flow paths for certain products are 
introduced, the number of variables that impact inventory 
and customer service can become daunting.

Manhattan Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimisation takes 
a holistic approach to modelling inventory and end-
customer, service-level objectives to ensure the greatest 
possible returns on all inventory.

Those multi-echelon capabilities are deeply ingrained 
in the DNA of our replenishment solution, and are an 
inherent part of how the technology automatically 
optimises supply chain networks consisting of more than 
one tier. 

With Manhattan Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimisation,  
you can:

– Achieve the greatest possible end-customer service 
objectives with the least total network inventory

– Improve inventory turns, which frees up working capital
– Align inventory policy decisions across all tiers of your 

supply chain
– Automate inventory responses in one tier when demand, 

supply or inventory strategy changes in another tier
– Reduce the impact of the bullwhip effect on  

network inventory

Features + Functions
– Leverage a single solution, single deployment and single 

solve for the entire network
– Optimise cross-tier inventory strategies to synchronise 

inventory needs across each echelon in your network
– Generate order projections for future inventory order 

activity, which drives upper-echelon demand
– Update all order projections in real time throughout the 

business day
– Allocate constrained supply when the upper echelon is 

short on stock
– Consider supplier lead-time risk factors in lower echelon 

replenishment strategy
– Leverage network-wide data visualisations to quickly 

troubleshoot and determine which lower-echelon 
locations have the greatest impact on upstream  
replenishment decisions

– Easily monitor forecast exceptions across the network 
while managing upper-echelon replenishment orders
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INVENTORY  
OPTIMISATION
DELIVERING OPTIMAL FULFILMENT EXPERIENCES
The proliferation of fulfilment options, and their leverage across the supply chain industry, 
continues to grow. Each new fulfilment experience impacts both demand and supplier 
replenishment throughout the network. Retailers and wholesalers alike must unify their 
fulfilment and replenishment strategies to sustainably deliver optimal customer experiences.

Retailers
We introduced Omni-Inventory Optimisation technology 
to help retailers align network inventory, channel demand 
patterns and omni-fulfilment strategies in order to 
profitably meet customer demand. Previously, inventory 
strategies were unable to adequately adjust for new 
and varying fulfilment experiences being offered as 
part of retailers’ evolving omni strategies. Our Omni-
Inventory Optimisation solution, a part of Manhattan 
Replenishment, was engineered specifically to align 
inventory strategy with omnichannel fulfilment strategy. 
The more complex the shopper experience, the greater 
the need to move beyond traditional approaches to 
inventory optimisation.

With Omni-Inventory Optimisation you can:

– Align your inventory strategy with omni-fulfilment 
strategies

– Position inventory intelligently across the network to 
ensure positive fulfillment experiences for your customers

– Reduce potential overstocks across the network
– Reduce inventory cannibalisation across  

fulfilment experiences

Features + Functions
– Segment demand by unique fulfilment experience
– Model the expected impact of new fulfilment 

experiences on both the warehouse and retail stores
– Quantify the actual lift in demand resulting from new 

fulfilment experiences
– Quantify the shift in consumer preferences from other 

omni-fulfilment experiences to newer models
– Self-tune your inventory strategy based on actual  

consumer adoption
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Wholesalers
The need to engineer the inventory network to deliver 
optimal customer experiences is not exclusive to retailers. 
Wholesalers today place a greater emphasis on increasing 
efficiency, eliminating waste and becoming smarter about 
forecasting large customer replenishment demands. 
Manhattan introduced Customer-Centric Inventory 
Optimisation technology specifically to streamline 
management of demand and inventory exceptions and 
enable granularity in the management of wholesalers’ large 
customers. With Customer-Centric Inventory Optimisation, 
wholesale demand-and-supply planning is optimised for 
the biggest and most-influential customers by utilising data 
tailored to the unique nuances of each one.

With Customer-Centric Inventory Optimisation you can:

– Increase productivity and intuitiveness through enhanced 
user experiences and data visualisations

– Improve insight and visibility into inventory performance
– Reduce time wasted troubleshooting issues in the field
– Strengthen the demand forecast at the distribution 

centre by increasing granularity in the demand forecast
– Manage all aspects of customer demand for as many 

“key” customers as you wish

Features + Functions
– Quickly identify demand-and-supply variations
– Manage all aspects of customer demand for as many 

“key” customers as you wish
– Quickly identify the most significant variation in order 

activity, week-to-week
– Gain online visibility to customer order history
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MANHATTAN ACTIVE®

ALLOCATION
ENABLING INVENTORY OPTIMISATION 
FOR FASHION RETAIL
How retailers leverage their inventory supply has forever 
changed. We no longer operate in a world where brick-
and-mortar and ecommerce are separate, isolated 
experiences. Inventory is often consumed in ways that 
planners and allocators never imagined it would be. In 
their quest to afford today’s consumers a consistent, 
unified experience regardless of how they shop, retailers 
have greatly increased their reliance on sophisticated 
order management solutions. Manhattan Inventory 
solutions play a key role in helping to ensure their 
customers’ needs are met regardless of where physical 
inventory exists in the network.

Historically, retailers’ allocation solutions have taken a 
fairly siloed view of inventory needs, often relying on 
out-of-date sales plans to determine where inventory will 
be needed once their short selling seasons begin. This 
perspective falls short of fully articulating needs that 
encompass every shopping experience a consumer could 
choose to take advantage of, as well as all the potential 
demands on the store’s inventory. As a result, allocators 
often make inventory disposition decisions that are not 
fully aligned with how the retail brand engages their 
customers.

Manhattan Active Allocation was developed for 
the sole purpose of bringing a fresh, innovative 
approach to the allocation of short life-cycle 
inventory. For fashion apparel and footwear 
retailers, whose brand and customer loyalty often 
depend on their ability to provide positive and 
profitable consumer experiences, better alignment 
of inventory allocations with omni-fulfilment will 
become the next big driver of profitability for 
today’s complex retailer.

Our primary goal with Manhattan Active Allocation 
is to ensure inventory is allocated across stores and 
distribution centres with full awareness and alignment 
with how it’s intended to be consumed. This means stores 
that offer services such as buy online, pickup in-store 
(BOPIS) and other modern fulfilment experiences will be 
better positioned to accommodate consumer preferences 
across a range of price points.  This also means that fewer 
situations will occur where orders need to be fulfilled 
in less than ideal or less than cost-effective locations. 
Allocation constantly learns from Order Management, 
and inventory is better positioned across the network 
before the selling season even begins!

Manhattan Active Allocation is a fully cloud-native 
solution meaning it was born in the cloud, leverages 
virtualisation and containerisation, and uses APIs 
extensively to scale effortlessly. Manhattan Allocation 
was built entirely from microservices, ensuring the ability 
to upgrade effortlessly with zero downtime, full solution 
extensibility and computing power on-demand.

With Manhattan Active Allocation, you can:

– Migrate away from stale, manual methods for pushing 
short life-cycle inventory across the network

– Ensure your allocation plans are fully aware of and 
aligned with omni-fulfilment strategies 

– Automate routine allocation tasks
– Leverage deep, insightful analytics to improve and 

accelerate allocation decisioning
– Reduce margin-eroding, end-of-season markdowns

Features + Functions
– Ability to define, save and re-use seasonal allocation 

strategies
– Ability to simulate the impact of various allocation 

strategies before committing 
– Full visibility into omni-fulfilment strategies by store and 

product assortment
– Ability to shape your inventory allocation based on  

omni-fulfilment experiences being offered
– Batch-free, lights-out allocation
– Real-time updates to inventory and sales
– Fully extensible allocation methods and math sets
– Automatic capture of inventory performance by  

channel and fulfilment type
– Interactive and personal allocator dashboard
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VENDOR MANAGED 
INVENTORY

REPLENISHMENT AS A SERVICE
Manufacturers and suppliers often lack visibility into 
inventory levels and sales of their products to end 
customers. They receive orders, manufacture and plan the 
supply needed to service those orders, and then fulfil the 
orders. 

Their role in the supply chain has historically been 
quite reactive, leaving them little time to streamline 
manufacturing and supply planning, optimise the 
total flow of inventory, and strategically service their 
customers. Manhattan Vendor Managed Inventory 
(VMI) reverses ownership of the in-stock position from 
the wholesaler or retailer to the upstream supplier 
or manufacturer. Our VMI solution grants suppliers 
access to critical downstream inventory and sales 
data. Embedded with intelligent demand forecasting 
and replenishment science, VMI enables suppliers to 
manage product replenishment and improve in-stock 
performance on behalf of end customers and offer 
“replenishment as a service.”

With our industry-leading VMI solution, suppliers and 
manufacturers have the ability to:

– Monitor end-customer inventory positions
– Track and analyse sales activity, providing keen insight 

into upcoming demand, which can feed into supply 
planning and/or manufacturing planning processes

– Provide better order fill rates with reduced overall 
inventory

– Improve end-customer in-stock performance
– Lower replenishment costs for retailers and wholesalers 

(i.e., end customers)
– Forge closer working relationships with large,  

strategic customers

Features + Functions
– Prioritise and orchestrate business process flows through 

our personalised daily agenda
– Leverage at-a-glance performance metrics and data 

visualisations to monitor the health of your  
inventory investment

– Personalise your replenishment experience
– Manage buying team performance and enable metric-

based performance improvements

Replenishment Optimisation
– Set agreed-upon target service objectives by location or 

SKU/location to comply with customer agreements
– Evaluate the cost impact of various  

replenishment frequencies
– Import time-phased adjustment of presentation and 

space requirements to comply with planned planogram 
changes

– Model new items being introduced into your  
customers’ assortments

– Transition demand and supply from existing items to 
replacement items as they’re introduced

– Anticipate promotional influence on your customers’ 
inventory and proactively adjust replenishment

Order Review & Approval
– Expedite daily order review and approval process with 

seamless workflows
– Focus the inventory analyst on meaningful exceptions 

using rules-based order approval

Inventory Performance Analysis
– Track and monitor buyer performance based on 

specialised key performance indicators
– Monitor and inform analysts of their weekly and year-to-

date performances across several metrics
– Facilitate collaboration with end customers by sharing 

projections of future inventory and order volumes
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SALES & OPERATIONS 
PLANNING

ALIGN YOUR STRATEGIC INVENTORY 
PLAN ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE
Manhattan Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) ensures 
all stakeholders across the enterprise can align the near-
term inventory plan with their current operating and 
financial constraints. Manhattan S&OP adjusts inventory 
plans in a single, fluid, aggregate motion when resource 
or financial constraints indicate a need for a change.

With this technology, the organisation’s top-down 
sales and inventory plans are quickly consolidated with 
current demand and order forecasts to formulate a single 
view into the impact of inventory across the enterprise. 
Manhattan S&OP also facilitates inventory alignment by 
allowing key users to manipulate the sales and inventory 
portions of the plan based on feedback from other areas 
of the business.

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT A  
MONTHLY S&OP MEETING
Even if your business has adopted a sales and operational 
planning practice, the realities of frequent disruptions 
to the supply chain still exist. Manhattan S&OP makes 
zero assumptions about whether the need to alter future 
inventory plans truly came from an S&OP meeting or 
not. Regardless of the “why” behind the change, S&OP 
guarantees constant and automated alignment of senior 
leadership’s objectives with the buying team.

With our innovative S&OP solution, retailers and 
wholesalers have the ability to:

– Monitor alignment of the enterprise’s financial plan with 
upcoming demand forecast and projected inventory 
levels

– Ensure cross-functional business alignment to achieve a 
true, single inventory strategy for the enterprise

– Overlay your near-term operational, logistical and 
financial constraints with the inventory buying strategy

– Reduce avoidable supply chain operational costs
– Accelerate time-to-action when macro-level disruptions 

occur that impact planning and execution
– Facilitate a best-in-class S&OP process

Features + Functions
– Consolidate key sales and inventory metrics on a single 

S&OP workbench
– Support rolling 12- to 18-month planning horizons
– Drill down or zoom out various product, location and 

time hierarchical levels
– Leverage unlimited product, location and time hierarchies
– Provide highly graphical reporting and embedded  

data visualisations
– Simulate the impact of plan adjustments before you 

commit
– Manage the S&OP process at aggregate levels, and then 

automatically disaggregate to SKU level for consumption 
by Manhattan Replenishment

– Align S&OP decisions seamlessly with Manhattan 
Demand Forecasting & Replenishment

– Provide transparent visibility of S&OP adjustments by the 
forecasting and replenishment teams

– Leverage Manhattan Store Clustering to interact with the 
S&OP workbench, based on metric-driven data

– Create location groupings
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PLANNING
End-to-end�enterprise�solution�built�for�today’s�omnichannel�retailer

COMPREHENSIVE ENTERPRISE  
PLANNING, IMPROVED PROFITS
Every enterprise does inventory planning, regardless of 
which vertical they are in and whether they sell B2B, B2C 
or both. The process could include setting top-down 
financial objectives for the year, modelling the revenue 
and GMROI impact of new store openings, sales for next 
season’s merchandise, or even the promotional activities 
expected to execute next quarter. Each planning process 
has its own unique timetables, expectations and goals.

A SINGLE VERSION OF YOUR  
INVENTORY STRATEGY
Manhattan’s planning solutions span a broad range of 
capabilities, each architected to ensure your enterprise 
has a holistic view of all aspects of your inventory strategy. 
Designed to maximise productivity of the planning 
organisation by reducing time spent gathering and 
analysing data, Manhattan’s planning solutions facilitate 
all your merchandising, preseason and in-season planning 
processes.
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UNIQUELY PLAN EACH CHANNEL, 
AUTO-RECONCILE BACK TO THE 
ENTERPRISE
Retail planning must consider multiple, complex 
dimensions. In addition to the typical product, location 
and time hierarchies, nearly all pertinent business metrics 
vary by channel. In the past, channels were modelled as 
“dummy” stores. With Manhattan Planning, channels are 
distinct entities — each with their own metrics that can be 
planned as needed — while ultimately aggregating back 
to the total company level.

FORECAST WHAT’S KNOWN,  
PLAN FOR WHAT’S NOT
Manhattan Planning solutions work in conjunction with 
other components of Manhattan Inventory to efficiently 
leverage optimised demand forecasting, replenishment 
and collaborative planning processes. Our solutions are 
continuously adaptive, always current and seamlessly 
interconnected. The end result? Your enterprise enjoys 
improved profitability by increasing sales, margins 
and turns, while reducing markdowns and optimising 
inventory.
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FINANCIAL 
PLANNING
Multi-channel selling formats, segmentation of critical 
customers, intense global competition and volatile 
demand patterns make the merchandise planning 
process more challenging than ever. To determine the 
right product mix, your solutions require the flexibility to 
support top-down and bottom-up planning for every part 
of the business, at any given time.

GRANULAR ANALYSIS FOR THE  
MOST VALUABLE PORTIONS OF  
YOUR ASSORTMENT
Manhattan Financial Planning sets top-down sales and 
inventory targets, tracks performance, refines forecasts 
and constantly re-evaluates assumptions. Planners 
can develop category-level plans by channel, with key 
performance metrics specific to your business, while 
taking into account historical and planned assortment 
mixes.

Simulating what-if planning scenarios to predict the 
impact of changing trends means making better 
decisions. It’s also the foundation for predicting the right 
mix of merchandise to satisfy customers and meet profit 
and revenue goals.

Features + Functions
– Plan top-down or bottom-up, preseason or in-season, 

across multiple channels
– Gain enterprise-wide visibility to actual, plan and forecast 

performance metrics across multiple levels of the 
organisation

– Determine and track category mix, open-to-buy and 
inventory flow for preseason and in-season

– Use intuitive, step-by-step workflows with dynamic 
orientation of worksheet views

– Spread (i.e., aggregate/disaggregate) metric 
modifications up and down the hierarchy

– Include attributes to plan, based on customer 
preferences

ASSORTMENT 
PLANNING
Keeping customers happy and delivering the products 
they want across all channels is the mission. Today, 
consumers expect a consistent experience no matter 
where they shop. And they expect a product mix that is 
tailored to their specific needs in every market.

Manhattan Assortment Planning plans and executes 
assortment strategies within and across channels while 
maintaining the unique attributes of each selling channel.

HOLISTIC ASSORTMENTS THROUGH 
CHANNEL-SPECIFIC PLANNING
With Manhattan Assortment Planning, channel-specific 
metrics, structures, attributes and methodologies are 
used to optimise the preseason assortment planning 
process, providing the flexibility to configure attributes 
for any channel — including store, web, catalog and 
wholesale. This highly visual and intuitive approach 
ensures the resulting design is one that perfectly meets 
customers’ demands. 

Features + Functions
– Build assortments using unlimited attributes to account  

for customer preferences, space availability, display 
criteria and open-to-buy

– Filter and tailor assortments dynamically based on  
customer preferences

– Analyse best sellers from previous or similar assortments
– Use any number of configurable attributes to develop the 

right assortment mix in each channel
– Synchronise assortment information with time-phased 

item planning to plan and track items using multiple 
metrics

– Tie attribute mix and initial forecasts to target assortment 
strategy and financial goals
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STORE  
PLANNING
For retailers, planning and constantly monitoring year-
over-year store performance is a critical part of running 
the business. Store planning involves continually assessing 
which stores are performing at levels that help achieve the 
overall corporate objectives established during financial 
planning. Store planning also becomes a key factor when 
considering new store openings, store closings and 
relocations.

PLAN AND MONITOR  
YEAR-OVER-YEAR  
STORE PERFORMANCE
With Manhattan Store Planning, teams can effectively 
model expected sales and inventory across a diverse 
store topography. Our solution quickly and easily allows 
planning based on unique store attributes, delivering 
the utmost flexibility to view and manage the business 
using the metrics and store characteristics that are most 
important to you. 

With Store Planning, new stores can be modelled based 
on like-store history, and considering store opening dates.

Features + Functions
– Support planning at any level of the location hierarchy
– Define location hierarchies, including district,  

region and store
– Time-phase plans to determine optimum inventory  

and receipt flow
– Plan new stores even before their exact locations 

are identified
– Pivot and morph worksheet capabilities 

to help speed the planning process
– Include optional attributes to plan,  

based on customer preferences
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STORE  
CLUSTERING
In a competitive retail environment, tracking customer 
shopping patterns down to the store level is a critical, 
but often herculean, task. For even a mid-sized chain, 
planning requires clustering to manage stores in a 
practical way. 

PLAN WITH INTELLIGENT,  
METRIC-BASED GROUPINGS  
OF STORES
With Manhattan Store Clustering, assortments and plans 
are developed that align with customers’ preferences, no 
matter where they shop. Our solution intelligently groups 
similar locations by performance, size, climate, customer 
demographics, store format or other characteristics and 
incorporates them into the plan. As a result, demand is 
more accurately predicted by store — and assortments 
are targeted to the right customer for every merchandise 
category.

Store Clustering also provides capabilities to manage 
location attributes that can be applied within clustering 
and used across all planning processes. As a module 
in Manhattan’s planning suite, the Store Clustering 
capability helps build and manage financial plans, 
assortment plans, item plans and promotion plans 
by cluster, making it easier to align processes, meet 
customer demand and optimise inventory in every store.

Features + Functions
– Define each cluster set based on as many metrics  

as you wish
– Set clustering rules using combinations of performance 

metrics and attributes
– Create a hierarchical structure for your store groups
– Apply different clustering logic by merchandise category

ITEM  
PLANNING
As every planner knows, the biggest opportunity can 
lie in the smallest detail. Getting to that information is 
as important as staying in sync with changing customer 
demands and market forces. Yet planning at the item level 
overwhelms many systems. In an omnichannel market, 
with millions of potential SKU and channel combinations, 
a more powerful solution is required for efficient, accurate 
item planning. 

GRANULAR ANALYSIS FOR  
THE MOST VALUABLE PORTIONS  
OF YOUR ASSORTMENT
Manhattan Item Planning plans and forecasts key 
performance metrics down to the individual product. 
With an intuitive workflow and user-definable views, it is 
easy to analyse across multiple levels of the merchandise 
hierarchy and focus in on key items.

The comprehensive capabilities of our planning suite make 
it easy to tie bottom-up item plans to top-down category 
plans in Manhattan Financial Planning to ensure perfor-
mance goals remain realistic. Item, financial and promo-
tional planning all work together to better manage product 
lifecycles, reduce the risk of markdowns and increase sales 
and margins.

Features + Functions
– Support planning at any level of the item hierarchy
– Define item hierarchies, including style, style colour and 

SKU/ product level
– Time-phase assortments to determine optimum inventory 

and receipt flow
– Alert planners to changes by synchronising item and 

assortment plans
– Plan related items and placeholder products
– Pivot and morph worksheet capabilities to help speed 

the planning process
– Include optional attributes to plan based on  

customer preferences
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Planning�solutions�
work�seamlessly�with�
other�components�of�
Manhattan�Inventory�
so�retailers�can�
leverage�optimised�
demand�forecasting,�
replenishment�
and�collaborative�
planning�processes.

PROMOTIONAL 
PLANNING
As the number of transactions associated with 
promotions continues to rise, successful promotional 
planning becomes even more critical. Given the deadline-
driven nature of planning merchandise promotions, short 
cuts are sometimes used, leading to mistakes. However 
missing the mark means serious mismatches between 
supply and demand that can lead to empty-handed and 
unhappy customers, or markdowns because of excess 
inventory.

ACHIEVE MORE CONSISTENTLY  
HIGH-PERFORMING PROMOTIONS
Manhattan Promotional Planning provides consistent, 
visible and accessible event information across the 
organisation. Better information enables managers to 
shorten the promotion planning cycle, minimise risk, 
monitor results and respond to changing circumstances 
— delivering higher profit margins on promotions.

With our promotional planning technology, teams can 
create offerings and see the corresponding impact on sales 
and inventory. Using the comprehensive capabilities of 
Manhattan Inventory, planners can define the promotional 
event, select and assign items to it, and then leverage 
Manhattan Demand Forecasting to model the expected 
business impact. The enterprise benefits from better-
performing promotions and increased forecast accuracy 
and inventory management, resulting in improved average 
profit margins.

Features + Functions
– Manage the end-to-end process of creating, forecasting  

and planning promotions
– See the best-selling and most-profitable products from 

previous promotions
– Build promotional assortments based on similar events
– Include promotion-specific attributes, including page 

number, display fixture, offer and price zone
– Automatically update forecasts based on actual 

performance data
– Use “what-if” simulations to fine-tune strategies
– Consolidate plans for analysis and purchasing  

across channels
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